PRESS RELEASE

Travelport launches “Mobile Payment Solution” offering M-Pesa and Airtel Money transfer services in Kenya

Sept 20th 2016: Travelport, a leading Travel Commerce Platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other solutions for global travel and tourism industry has announced its Mobile Payment Solution for travel agencies in Kenya is now live via its industry-leading point of sale technology for travel agents, Travelport Smartpoint. In Kenya, thanks to the popularity of person to person (P2P) payment services, 89 percent of Kenyans are familiar with mobile P2P payments and 68 percent are frequent users.1 This new, Travelport plug-in development allows travel agents in Kenya to accept payment for travel services via mobile devices from travellers, using either M-Pesa or Airtel money, as an alternative method of payment instead of cash or credit card. The solution is powered by 3G Direct Pay mobile payments platform, the leading online payments provider in Africa. The product is an example of how Travelport is addressing the needs of the travel industry and tailors its product offering to offer additional value to its travel agency customers. Travel agents can avail of Mobile Payment Solution free of charge.

The benefits of Mobile Payment Solution are significant to the travel agent and traveller community. For travel agents the solution improves work efficiency by allowing them to issue instant mobile payment requests within their agency screens; it saves time as it removes the need to leave the workflow to accept mobile payments and it reduces errors as all mobile payments are automatically checked for authorisation during the ticketing process.

For travellers the solution allows for seamless payments, making payment transactions secure and less open to fraud. The new Travelport Smartpoint plug-in also brings a significant value to travellers in Kenya by providing them with more payments options, particularly as consumers in Kenya have very high levels of familiarity with frequent usage of mobile payments 1 instead of paying with cash, cheque or credit card.

Nita Nagi, Regional Manager, East Africa, Travelport, commented: “Kenya has led the world in mobile based payment systems for a number of years, and it therefore fitting that it is the first country for Travelport to successfully launch the Mobile Payment Solution. We are excited to pioneer this innovative payment method for the travel agent community and travellers here. The new, plug-in which operates from our industry leading point of sale technology for travel agents, Travelport Smartpoint, offers a more convenient payment method for travel agents, as the payment is now fully integrated into the agents’ workflow, giving them an edge over competitors as well as increasing customer satisfaction and loyalty.”

About ITQ

InterGlobe Technology Quotient (ITQ), a strategic business unit of InterGlobe Enterprises is a leader in aviation, hospitality and travel related services, contributing to the growth of market through innovation and service leadership by building businesses and represent global brands that deliver quality and value.

ITQ is an official distributor of Travelport in 6 markets across Asia Pacific region including India and Sri Lanka. Headquartered in Gurgaon, the company provides cutting edge travel technology solutions with unmatched inventory options to its customers helping them increase their productivity and business efficiency. With an extended network over 500 cities having 20 dedicated offices and 14 REPs, InterGlobe Technology Quotient reaches out to over 12,500 agency terminals, has a nationalised service centre and 16 training centres with state-of-the-art infrastructure and facilities matching international standards.
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